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Electrochemical Production and Corrosion Testing of Amorphous Ni-P

Jose L. Carbajal* and Ralph E. White*

Department of Chemical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

ABSTRACT

Ni-P alloys were prepared by electrodeposition under different conditions on a rotating disk electrode. A variety of alloys were prepared ranging from Ni-15P to Ni-25P. An indirect reduction of species in solution involving several steps appears to be favored over the direct reduction at the electrode based on the low P content in the alloy. Energy dispersion x-ray microanalysis was used to determine composition of the alloy. Transmission electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction corroborated the amorphous nature of the structure. The physical and chemical homogeneity of the metallic glasses produced electrochemically is substantiated by the absence of electrochemical localized attack. Thus, a passivation mechanism is proposed which explains the formation of a broad range passive film in alkaline medium and also explains the narrow range of the passive film in acid and neutral media.

Metal alloys with noncrystalline structure have attracted the attention of many researchers in the last two decades for their distinct properties (1). These include corrosion resistance and interesting mechanical and magnetic properties. These alloys can be produced by a variety of methods including electrodeposition. This method has considerable advantages over most other means of production due to the simplicity of the technique (2, 3).

One of the glassy alloys studied extensively is Ni-P. It is interesting that controversy still exists as to whether its structure is amorphous or microcrystalline (4). This is due to the fact that the bulk metal itself is able to dissolve up to 25% of P without a detectable second phase (5). It is usually accepted now that as the P content increases the grain size decreases. This is consistent with the earlier suggestion by Graham et al. (6) that Ni-12P is amorphous. This finding has been substantiated by recent studies of the alloy using extended x-ray absorption fine structures (EXAFS) (7). Despite extensive research on this alloy, there still exists a lack of information about the relationship between the electrodeposition parameters and the alloy composition. A model for this electrodeposition recently reported by this laboratory predicts variations in phosphorus concentrations from zero to 40 atom percent (a/o) (8), and other authors (9) have also reported a wide range of compositions for this alloy. On the other hand, Flechon et al. (10) and Vafaei-Makhsoos (11) reported a rather narrow range of alloy compositions for electrodeposited Ni-P. Furthermore, despite the fact that amorphous alloys are known to be corrosion resistant (12-15), thorough investigation of the corrosion behavior of Ni-P in different media does not exist.

The present investigation was undertaken to determine the electrochemical conditions for electrodeposition of amorphous Ni-P alloys. Also, the corrosion behavior of electrodeposited Ni-P was investigated using linear polarization and ac impedance in basic, neutral, and acid media, and these results are compared with those of crystalline nickel.

Experimental

Electrode preparation.—The working electrode used was a rotating disk electrode (RDE) with interchangeable bolt heads exposing an area of 0.458 cm² to the solution. Copper and aluminum bolts (99.998% pure from Alfa Ventron) were used. The electrode surface was mechanically polished with successively finer grades of emery paper and alumina powder to 0.05 μm. The electrodes thus obtained were mirror-finished and free from scratches and pits. The RDE was used because of simplicity of the system and its well understood hydrodynamics (16). A rotation speed of 1000 rpm was used in this investigation. A conventional three-compartment cell total volume of 100 ml was used. A platinum counterelectrode separated from the main compartment through a fitted glass and a standard calomel electrode as a reference electrode were also used. All solutions were prepared with analytical-grade reagents and triply distilled water.

Electrodeposition.—A standard plating solution for Ni-P (17) was used in both the galvanostatic and potentiostatic deposition. This solution contained 0.76M total metallic nickel as nickel sulfate and nickel chloride and 0.99M of phosphorus (0.51M phosphoric acid and 0.49M phosphoric acid). The solution concentration was varied from 0.5M to 0.8M in total nickel content. The nickel and phosphorus content in solution was also varied simultaneously from 0.19 to 0.57M to study the effect on the alloy composition. The amount of phosphoric acid was maintained constant at 0.51M while phosphoric acid was varied from 0.19 to 0.57M. The pH of this solution was kept constant at 1. A fresh plating solution was used in each run. Temperature in the solution was kept at 60°C.

Electrodeposition was carried out galvanostatically (from 100 to 400 mA/cm²) and potentiostatically (from -1.0 to -1.7V SCE). Potentiodynamic deposition was also carried out at a rate of 0.2 mV/s. All samples prepared contained over 12% of phosphorus. This fact seems to be a precondition to get amorphous alloys (6, 7). Such structure and morphology was confirmed by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD), and no further attempts were made to characterize the degree of crystallinity in these alloys. The composition of the alloy was obtained by EDS-SEM (energy dispersion x-ray microanalysis scanning electron microscope), as discussed further below.

Electrochemical measurements.—Solutions of 0.1M H₂SO₄, 0.5M NaCl, 3% artificial seawater (ASW), and 32% NaOH were used to characterize the corrosion behavior of Ni-P. The acidic solutions were at all times purged with N₂ while the basic and neutral solutions were saturated with oxygen.

The working Ni-P electrodes were initially pretreated cathodically for 3-5 min to clean the surface of oxides developed during sample mounting. Next, they were allowed
to reach steady state at open-circuit potential, which took about 5 min. Polarization within 100 mV from the corrosion potential to obtain the Tafel behavior followed, starting from the negative side. After this, steady state at open-circuit potential was reached and anodic polarization −50 mV from this corrosion potential to 1.5V at a rate of 1 mV/s followed. Measurements of polarization were made using a potentiostat EG&G PAR Model 273 interfaced with a microcomputer. Impedance measurements were carried out using a lock-in amplifier EG&G PAR Model 5301 equipped with a two-channel preamplifier Model 5315.

**Analysis of the surface.**—Samples of Ni-P obtained at different electrochemical conditions, i.e., galvanostatic and potentiostatic, were analyzed using an EDS-SEM technique. This technique uses a JEOL JSM-35 CP scanning electron microscope in conjunction with Tracor Northern TN-2000 x-ray analysis system. Data was analyzed by a standardless semi-quantitative (SSQ) analysis program which does not require standards for processing electron beam excited x-ray fluorescence spectra. The average analysis errors are about 1% absolute error per element per sample. The primary cause of error is the presence of overlapped peaks in the spectrum which are not unfolded by the SSQ program. Ni and P ratios were obtained at three points on the surface of the RDE, i.e., in the center, in the middle, and in the edge.

Thin films (≈1 μm) of the amorphous material for TEM were deposited on aluminum bolts [preparation for depositing on Al is described in Ref. (18)]. These thin deposits were removed from the Al substrate by scraping with a razor blade. Then, they were dispersed in distilled water by ultrasonication, deposited on a carbon support film 400 mesh hexagonal grid, and dried in room temperature air. A Zeiss 10C transmission electron microscope high resolution with top entry stage and accelerating voltage to 100 kV was used for TEM.

X-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained using a Seifert Scientag automated powder diffraction unit (PAD II) with Ni-filtered CuKα radiation. Scraps of thin deposits were used directly in this x-ray diffraction analysis.

**Results**

**Electrodeposition.**—A plot for the potentiostatic deposition of Ni-P is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the total current including hydrogen evolution and the current after subtraction of the hydrogen evolution are shown as functions of potential; one step is apparent in the curve after hydrogen evolution subtraction. The hydrogen evolution current was measured separately in a blank experiment using a Ni-P electrode in phosporic and phosphorous acid solution. A typical EDS spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum in Fig. 2 does not show peak overlapping which would decrease the accuracy in the final analysis. Figure 3 shows the composition of the deposited alloy as a function of potential for the standard electroplating solution containing 0.76M total metallic nickel and 0.99M total phosphorus (0.51M phosphoric acid and 0.49M phosphorous acid). Variation of the nickel and phosphorus content in the alloy as a function of potential from 76.5 a/o Ni and 23.5 a/o P at −1.1V (SCE) to a 83.5 a/o Ni and 16.5 a/o P at −1.7V (SCE) is observed. Higher P content is obtained at low potentials, and the Ni content increases with cathodic potential. Varying the concentration of nickel in solution from 0.22M to 0.76M while maintaining the phosphorus concentration fixed at 0.99M (0.51M phosphoric acid and 0.49M phosphorous acid), and at a potential of −1.5V, produced the surface composition variation shown in Fig. 4. An increase of half a mole of nickel in solution produced a 4% increase in Ni content in the alloy, while P decreased about 14%. The compositions of the amorphous deposits obtained varying simultaneously the content of Ni in solution from 0.19M to 0.57M and the P concentration (phosphorus acid only) from 0.57M to 0.19M are plotted in Fig. 5 (phosphoric acid fixed 0.5M). The amounts of nickel and phosphorus deposited are proportional to their concentrations in the solution.

**Alloy microstructure.**—TEM results of the alloy did not show the existence of defined rings which are characteris-
tic of ordered materials. This, along with the total absence of peaks of the XRD pattern, gives strong indication that the material obtained during the course of this investigation was of amorphous nature. No further attempt was made to characterize the degree of crystallinity of these samples.

Scanning electron micrographs of the Ni-P alloys showed a smooth homogeneous surface. Nickel was deposited for comparison. Pyramidal growth was observed on the nickel deposit.

Corrosion behavior.—A typical anodic polarization plot of Ni-20P alloy in acidic medium (0.1M H₂SO₄) compared with crystalline nickel is presented in Fig. 6. The corrosion potential of nickel is slightly more cathodic than Ni-P, and its dissolution rate is faster than that of Ni-P over a range of 300 mV from its corrosion potential. This faster dissolution of nickel provides an active passive region, which is normally a prerequisite for stable passivity. This passivity for nickel extends over a range of about 500 mV. The Ni-20P alloy, on the other hand, continued to dissolve after a formation of a small active passive region. The corrosion behavior of the Ni-20P alloy in 0.5M NaCl and 3% ASW is shown in Fig. 7. Passivation is apparent at 0V in this medium. Immediately after a narrow range of passivation, dissolution continues destabilizing such passivation. However, there is not a sharp increase in current which would indicate a breakdown in the oxide film typical of pit formation.

A broader passivation range was obtained for Ni-20P in alkaline medium using a 1M solution of NaOH. This is shown in Fig. 8. This passivation extends over a region of about 600 mV with three dissolution peak maxima.

AC impedance results were analyzed assuming a simple electric circuit analog model consisting of a resistance in series with a capacitance and a resistance in parallel. The polarization resistance and the corrosion rate were obtained from these ac impedance data.

Discussion

Electrodeposition.—The faradaic efficiency of the electrodeposition of amorphous Ni-P was determined to be
10 ± 2%. This efficiency was determined from samples deposited for 30 min at a polarization potential of -1.5V (SCE). These 30 min periods were used to provide a detectable increase in mass. The main loss of efficiency is due to hydrogen evolution.

This low efficiency can be understood qualitatively by consideration of the processes that occur in electroless and electrolytic plating of Ni-P. In electroless deposition of Ni-P, hypophosphate is employed as the reducing agent. Thus, its concentration directly affects the rate of deposition, and as the plating bath is used up, the hypophosphate according to reaction [3] and [4] requires protons.

According to reactions [3] and [4], which are not available at the interface. This fact will drop the rate of deposition of P as shown in Fig. 3. Flechon et al. (9) proposed that the reduction of phosphite and hypophosphate takes place without the need of protons. However, these mechanisms have redox potentials above -2V (SCE). At the most negative electrodeposition potential reached in this work (-1.7V (SCE)), there was no indication that the phosphorus concentration in the alloy would increase with more negative potentials.

At high cathodic potentials, nickel is preferentially deposited over phosphorus as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. This suggests that codeposition of nickel and phosphorus continues though the rate of phosphorus codeposition is slower. An increase in the number of moles of nickel in the solution with a fixed amount of phosphorus increased the amount of nickel in the deposited alloy, as shown in Fig. 4. This is also valid for P, i.e., increase of phosphite in solution increases the content of P in the alloy, as shown in Fig. 3. Galvanostatic deposition of amorphous Ni-P did not show noticeable differences in surface composition within the current density range studied here. The atom percent age present in the surface was 78.4 ± 1.6:21.5 ± 1.6 Ni:P, which roughly accounted for an atom ratio of 4:1.

A qualitative explanation of the structure of the electro-deposited Ni-P can be formulated based on the results presented here and those in the literature. Since nickel electrocrystallization takes place in a face-centered cubic system (fcc), and the codeposition of phosphorus takes place in the octahedron sites, the presence of phosphorus in the nickel crystal lattice would distort its structure, thus breaking the periodicity and producing an amorphous material. When the concentration of P is greater than 12 a/o, mostly amorphous material is obtained (24, 25).

Analysis of the alloy composition in the radial direction within the disk surface was carried out. The composition

Fig. 8. Anodic polarization curve of Ni-P in 1M NaOH and O2 atmosphere. Scan rate 1 mV/s.
in the radial direction did not vary more than 0.1%. Nevertheless, these compositions on the disk were averaged over three different points on the surface. Indirect measurement of the deposit thickness was obtained by measuring the cross-section of the deposit at three different points on the RDE surface, i.e., at the center of disk, at the middle, and at the edge. A simple calculation made by taking the inverse of the copper concentration at each point (alloy thickness is inversely proportional to copper concentration), provided a method of estimation the relative deposit thickness at these three points. As expected from hydrodynamic calculations on a RDE (26, 27), the deposit thickness from the center of the disk to the edge increased from 1.5 to 2 times relative to the thickness in the center. The thickness of a typical deposit was measured with a profilometer and found to be about 10 μm for the deposition currents and times utilized here.

Corrosion behavior.—It is apparent that in acidic and neutral saline solutions, only a narrow passivation range is obtained on amorphous Ni-P in contrast with the broad passivation range of crystalline nickel, as shown in Fig. 6. However, due to the formation of a passive film on crystalline nickel, pitting may still occur. On the contrary, no pitting resistance was found for the amorphous nickel alloy in a region where the crystalline nickel was pitted.

Tafel extrapolation was used to determine the corrosion potential and current from the intersection of the Tafel lines resulting from the cathodic and anodic polarizations of the electrode. The rate of dissolution of nickel at its corrosion potential is an order of magnitude faster than that of nickel phosphorus. At more anodic potentials, this behavior is reversed (see Fig. 6). In acid medium (0.1M H2SO4 + N2), results obtained in this laboratory agree well with results recently published by Diegle et al. (15). They used a Ni-P ribbon produced by melt spinning and a solution 0.1N sulfuric acid.

The anodic behavior of amorphous Ni-P in acid and neutral saline media shows narrow passivation range, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, an active/passive peak maximum at 0.240V, an increase in anodic potential increases the current continuously which indicates dissolution through the passive film is occurring, or there are changes in the oxidation state of the component of the oxide film, or both. These phenomena can be responsible for the brief passivity reached. Analysis of the surface after anodic polarization gave a substantial relative change in the surface composition of up to 25%, showing an enrichment of phosphorus on the surface due to a faster dissolution of nickel. A faster dissolution rate of crystalline nickel over the amorphous nickel phosphorus sample was confirmed during corrosion measurements (Tafel extrapolation and ac impedance).

Structurally, one can argue that the dissolution of crystal planes is kinetically favored compared to the dissolution from amorphous materials due to the existence of several planes of dissolution on the polycrystal (28). In amorphous materials, there is a short-range order which gives great homogeneity to these materials. This property contributes to protect the metal from developing pits during anodization. No localized attack occurred despite the high anodic current in Ni-P during anodic polarization. This can be explained as a high chemical and physical homogeneity of the material prepared electrochemically. This material did not show the formation of pits that nickel developed under the same conditions.

Results of the Ni-P heavy caustic environments as shown in Fig. 8 have not been reported to date. A broad range anodic passivation of Ni-P was obtained in 1M and 10M NaOH solutions. This passive region extends over 600 mV. Phosphorus at +3 or to +5 (18,21). Thus, the three peaks obtained during the anodic polarization of amorphous nickel in caustic media can be assigned to different processes. The first peak closest to the corrosion potential can be said to be a partial oxidation of P to the state +3, the intermediate peak can be associated to a pure nickel dissolution that ends up in its passivation which extends over 600 mV. This passivation is produced by precipitation of nickel hydroxide after reaching its solubility product limit under these conditions. The third peak can be assigned to a change in the oxidation state of phosphorus to the +5 state immediately followed by oxygen evolution, which produces a reverse anodic potential of about 0.644V (SCE). Similar behavior was found by Sorensen et al. (29) for the oxidation of Cr +3 to +6.

The stable passive film developed on amorphous Ni-P in alkaline solutions may have similar characteristics to that developed on iron in borate buffer solution (30-33). This iron passive film is considered by many authors (30-33) to be an amorphous hydrated hydroxide. In recent papers of amorphous hydrated hydroxide, (29) for the oxidation of Cr +3 to +6.

The stable passive film developed on amorphous Ni-P in alkaline solutions may have similar characteristics to that developed on iron in borate buffer solution (30-33). This iron passive film is considered by many authors (30-33) to be an amorphous hydrated hydroxide. In recent papers of amorphous hydrated hydroxide, (29) for the oxidation of Cr +3 to +6.

Conclusions
An efficiency of 10 ± 2% in the electrodeposition process of amorphous Ni-P alloy was obtained. Codeposition of nickel and phosphorus takes place at all potentials. However, the phosphorus rate is higher than that of nickel at low overpotentials; this trend is reversed at high overpotentials. Proton deficiency at the interface may be responsible for rate drop of phosphorus. An indirect reduction mechanism suggested earlier (23) is substantiated by the results obtained. Passivation of Ni-P alloy was obtained in basic, neutral saline, and acid media. Anodic polarization in basic medium shows the existence of three peaks which can be due to changes of oxidation state of phosphorus and nickel. Phosphate formation may be responsible for broad passivation potential in this medium. A small passivation range in acidic and saline neutral media is followed by an increase in current in anodic potential. This indicates either dissolution through the passive film or a change of oxidation state of the components or both.
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**ABSTRACT**

Steady-state polarization measurements on stationary and rotating disk electrodes were performed in Cu-Ni-citrate plating baths as well as in single metal ion-citrate solutions. The polarization curves were used to identify the different electrode reactions occurring during the plating process. Five electrodechemical reactions were found dominant in different plating baths as well as in single metal ion-citrate solutions. The polarization curves were used to identify the different electrochemical behavior of Materials. J. K. Miller and R. F. Smith, Editors, This Journal, Pergamon Press, Ltd., Oxford, England (1979).

Interest in electrodeposition of copper-nickel alloys developed mainly due to the alloy's resemblance to Monel metal, which typically consists of 67% nickel, 30% copper, 1.5% iron, and small amounts of several other elements such as carbon, manganese, and silicon. This alloy has been shown to have superior corrosion properties compared to its parent metals. It is generally believed that nickel promotes the production of a nonpassive passive copper oxide film (1-3), which once formed prevents further corrosion. This alloy has been tested in such harsh environments as sea water, mineral acids, organic acids and alkalis (4), and is widely used in marine installations. Other favorable properties of Cu-Ni alloys are high strength, malleability, solderability, and ductility, providing additional incentives to plate the alloy. Beside their metallurgical properties, Cu-Ni alloys have selective catalytic properties, as well (5).

Electrodeposition of Cu-Ni alloys dates back to 1912 when Bruni and Amadori (6) plated the alloy from an ammoniacal bath. Brenner's extensive review on alloy electrodeposition (7) summarized much of the literature on Cu-Ni alloy plating up to 1960. Since then, continued interest in plating the alloy persists although no commercial application of the process has been developed. Because the standard electrode potentials of copper and nickel are nearly 600 mV apart, the metal ions are complexed with a ligand in order to codeposit the two metals more readily.

Most of the past plating studies on this alloy have been empirical in nature, that is the deposit compositions were measured and plotted as functions of the bath composition and applied current densities. However, due to the varied experimental conditions, it is difficult to use or improve upon such systems to make them commercially viable. Only general observations can be drawn from these studies. For instance, depending on the deposit composition, the color of the alloy deposit can range from pink to gray to black. Smooth, metallic deposits can be obtained at low applied current densities. Yet a high nickel percentage deposit requires a high current density and a high nickel-to-copper molar ratio in solution as well. Unfortunately, many of the alloy deposits tended to be dark, matted, and powdery, rendering them commercially useless.

The study undertaken here attempts to sort out the discrepancies by studying the plating process under well-controlled conditions. The electrochemical behavior of Cu-Ni-Citrate baths was studied here. Citrate and pyrophosphate plating baths thus far appear to be the most promising ones. The empirical nature of such systems to make them commercially viable is difficult to prove upon such systems to make them commercially viable. Only general observations can be drawn from these studies. For instance, depending on the deposit composition, the color of the alloy deposit can range from pink to gray to black. Smooth, metallic deposits can be obtained at low applied current densities. Yet a high nickel percentage deposit requires a high current density and a high nickel-to-copper molar ratio in solution as well. Unfortunately, many of the alloy deposits tended to be dark, matted, and powdery, rendering them commercially useless.
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